
Geared Up is Simplifying Transmission Repairs
for Florissant Residents

Geared Up Transmissions brings together

all types of automotive transmission

repairs under one roof, for private car

owners and commercial fleet owners.

FLORISSANT, MISSOURI, UNITED

STATES, June 9, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- It is estimated

that the demand for automotive

transmission systems is to increase to

more than 6% CAGR between 2021 and

2031, with the market valuation

crossing US$ 70 billion by the end of

2031. While automakers continue to showcase new models, automotive transmission systems

are also evolving. As new car models emerge with more complex transmission systems, it can get

difficult to find an automotive transmission specialist that can handle transmission repairs for

new and aging vehicles. Geared Up Transmissions has an experience of more than three decades

I wholeheartedly believe we

are the #1 transmission

repair shop in Florissant

because we listen to the

customer and our techs

have 30+ years of

experience rebuilding

transmissions & fixing

vehicles.”

Kevin Durham

in different types of automobile repairs but it specializes in

transmission repair services, serving the St. Louis area.

Transmission rebuilds can be expensive. Whether it is a

sports truck or a family van, the long-term health and

performance of the vehicle are affected by how the

gearbox functions, and this includes both, automatic and

manual transmissions. Whether it is the stick-shift manual

gear system or sleek, automatic gearboxes, the

transmission is a complicated mechanical system. Big

expensive repairs can be avoided if car owners are regular

about basic upkeep such as checking for low transmission

fluid levels.

The team at Geared Up shares such insight, helping car owners avoid serious transmission

problems. Similarly, the clutch needs a close examination. From bad driving habits such as riding

the clutch to not fully engaging it when downshifting can also bring about unwarranted wear &

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.gearedupstl.com/


tear. The Geared Up team helps vehicle owners understand how they can take simple corrective

measures to avoid such problems. Not just the transmission upkeep and maintenance issues,

the team also helps to check for the minutest symptoms of transmission damage such as issues

in the torque converter that often happen due to excessively revving the engine.

“Hands down the best transmission repair shop in St Louis. Kevin is honest and easy to work

with and they know their stuff inside n out. Never seems like they are stumped with any auto

repairs, especially transmission work. I know a few people that have had their transmissions

rebuilt by them and everything went great with no complaints.” - Jason M.

Often cars that come in with transmission problems have other, niggling issues that can impact

the car’s performance. The Geared Up team caters to all such auto repair demands. This also

includes support for towing which can happen when people have driven too long with a

deteriorating transmission system and end up stuck with a vehicle breakdown. Operating in the

St. Louis area, the team offers quick towing for such vehicles, ensuring the stress that comes

with being stranded midway can be controlled and a timely repair can get the car on the road

again.

People looking for transmission repair in Florissant MO might not realize that all transmission

service providers don’t offer the same bandwidth of services. While some only handle

transmission system replacements and installations, others cater to only transmission rebuilding

projects, while some work for commercial fleet vehicles only.

The Geared Up team brings together all such aspects of transmission work under one roof,

catering to the biggest commercial fleet owners and private car owners. Expect the team to

share any aspect of the transmission repair process that a vehicle owner might want to know

about, including the assembly-dismantling, condition of worn-off or damaged parts, or parts that

need an immediate replacement, with expert technicians explaining any failing external or

internal components.

About Geared Up Transmissions

Geared Up Transmissions is a family-owned and operated business, rooted in the greater St.

Louis area. The Florissant-based transmission repair specialist pays close attention to what its

customer has to say and its team of automotive technicians uses their experience of more than

30 years to rebuild transmissions and fix underperforming vehicles. The business has also

started a financing option to help car owners. See some of their reviews. 

Geared Up Transmissions
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(314) 310-6650
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